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OF PETITIONER 

Ramon Garcia Morales r quests that this court accept review of the 

decision designated in Part II of · s petition. 

ll. DECISION OF HE COURT OF APPEALS 

Petitioner seeks review o the decision of the Court of Appeals 

Court's finding of competency 

copy of the Court of Appeals' 

lll. ISSUESP 

· g the Franklin Comtty Superior 

d Morales's subsequent conviction. A 

published opinion is attached hereto. 

RCW 10.77.010(15) req 'res evidence of a mental disease or 

defect in order to fmd a defen t incompetent to stand trial. This 

requirement transforms the func ·anal competency standard established in 

Dusky v. U.S., 362 U.S. 402, 80 . Ct. 788,4 L.Ed.2d 824 (1960), into a 

medical standard, and cannot be conciled with the due process principles 

that mtderlie the requirement a defendant must be competent to be 

subjected to a trial. Does RCW 0.77.010(15) violate the Fourteenth 

Was Morales legally co petent in spite of physical and mental 

deterioration, non-communicati eness with counsel, and inability to 
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participate in the judicial proces , solely because he lacked a fonnal 

diagnosis of a mental disease or 

IV. STATE ENTOFTHECASE 

Ramon Garcia Morales as arrested and charged with first degree 

murder, attempted first degree m der, and second degree assault arising 

from a shooting in a Pasco home in December 2008. CP 370-73. He was 

held in a single room in the F in County jail, where inmates are 

ordinarily housed for disciplin reasons or to keep them in protective 

custody, and was let out for one our each day. CP 512. As the 

proceedings progressed, he bee e withdrawn and unresponsive, refusing 

to communicate with counsel. 506. A competency evaluation was 

ordered on May 18,2009, and proceedings were stayed. CP 524-30. 

Nathan Henry, a licensed psychologist from Eastern State Hospital, 

evaluated Morales on July 10, 2 09. CP 510-21. During his initial mental 

status interview, he observed tha Morales presented as "grossly impaired 

with regard to his cognitive func ioning and orientation." CP 513. 

Morales refused to answer sever 1 questions and identified the year as 

2008, the country he was current y in as Europe, and the building he was 

in as a school. CP 513-14. He administered only one test, the Test of 

Memory Malingering ("TOMM' ), which was administered in two trials. 
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During the first trial, Morales's core was consistent with randomly 

guessing the answers. After bei g told whether his answers were correct 

and being shown the images ag n, Morales's score did not improve. 

Based on the TOMM test resul , Henry concluded that Morales "was not 

putting forth adequate effort on e task and may have been malingering." 1 

CP 514-15. However, he obse ed that "the presence of malingering does 

not preclude the presence of ge ine psychopathology. It is possible for a 

person who is malingering to al have a genuine mental illness." CP 515. 

Henry declined to condu t a formal assessment of competency due 

to Morales's lack ofcooperatio . CP 516. In conclusion, he stated: 

There is no known evide ce to indicate that Mr. Garcia
Morales has a genuine p ychiatric illness that would 
constitute a mental dise e or defect. It is my 
understanding that comp tency to stand trial is assumed in 
the absence of a mental isease or defect that would be 
expected to impair Mr. arcia-Morales' ability to aid in his 
defense or understand th legal proceedings. 

It is my opinion that Mr. Garcia-Morales has the capacity 
to adequately understan the proceedings against him and 
aid in his defense. Mr. arcia-Morales may choose to 
present himself as not be ng competent to proceed. It is my 
opinion that such would under his volitional control and 
not due to a mental dise e or defect. 

1 Henry defined "malingering" as "feig ing impairment for the purpose of secondary 
gain." CP 515. 
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CP 516. 

Morales was also evaluat d by Dr. Tedd Judd, who submitted a 

report indicating that Morales h mild mental retardation and was not 

competent to stand trial.2 CP 52 , 497. However, Morales refused to 

respond verbally and the extent fthe evaluation Dr. Judd was able to 

perform is unclear. CP 469. He did apparently complete a test of 

Morales's IQ and determined it as 51. CP 566. In the meantime, 

Morales's physical condition de riorated; he became more withdrawn, his 

speech became slower and nonr sponsive, and his hygiene declined to the 

point he had to be instructed to o to the bathroom. CP 469. 

After new counsel was a pointed to represent Morales in 

November 2009, counsel expres ed concerns that Morales was not 

responsive to counsel's visits an was unable to take care of his basic 

hygiene. CP 470. He attested the met with Morales in the jail and 

Morales was non-responsive, de ched, and non-interactive. CP 506. 

Henry conducted a seco interview in January 2010, at which 

point Morales was slow to respo d but was able to provide accurate 

2 Dr. Judd's report does not appear to ave been made part of the record before the 
trial court, and thus, is not available to this court on review. His findings and opinions 
are available primarily through the tes imony of Dr. Henry at the competency hearings 
and through Dr. Henry's written repo . 
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responses to questions such as id ntifying the year and the month, as well 

as his location. RP (Competenc Motion)3 63-65; CP 567-68. He 

responded "I think so" when ask d if he was charged with a crime, but 

could not answer what he was c ged with. He did not respond to 

questions about the participants · the courtroom. CP 568. Henry again 

concluded that Morales was not utting forth adequate effort into 

answering the questions. CP 56 -69. 

Counsel requested a cont nuance of the competency proceedings so 

that the defense could evaluate e possibility of a brain injury or possible 

retardation, as well as further ev uation at Eastern State Hospital. RP 

(Motions) 52-53, 56-57. A third evaluation was performed at Eastern 

State Hospital in May 2010. RP Competency Motion) 68-69; CP 569. 

While at Eastern State Hospital, orales was very withdrawn, did not 

participate in interviews or respo d to questions, did not eat or shower 

without being told, required assi ce in washing his hands and trimming 

his fingernails, behaved inappro riately by attempting to eat a salad 

dressing packet, and stayed in be with a blanket over his head. RP 

3 The Verbatim Reports of Proceedings in this case consist of 1S separate volumes, 
which are not consecutively paginated nd which contain a variety of non-consecutive 
hearings. For purposes of identifying t e volume cited in this petition, the name of the 
volume assigned by the transcriptioni will be used when available; when unavailable, 
the dates of the hearings contained in he volume will be referenced instead. 
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(Competency Motion) 69-70, II . He asked one of the evaluators, Dr. 

Avery Nelson, MD, if he was gong to die, and repeatedly asked where his 

wife and children were. He rep ed having auditory hallucinations but 

did not elaborate. He presented 'th "catatonic withdrawal" with slow 

psychomotor movement, but res onded to instructions. Nelson opined 

that psychosis, not otherwise sp cified, needed to be ruled out as a 

diagnosis. CP 569. 

Nurses noted that Moral s was disorganized and had cognitive 

deficits. RP (Competency Moti n) I16; CP 569. During the course ofhis 

fifteen-day confinement at Easte State Hospital, Morales was largely 

d other patients, required prompts to eat 

and perform hygiene, and isol d himself in his room. CP 569-7I. 

Despite the absence of a formal iagnosis, Nelson prescribed lithium and 

anti-psychotic medication in an ffort to treat his symptoms. CP 571. At 

an interview held at the end of s commitment, Morales was fidgety and 

was unresponsive to questions, tting in the chair with his head down. CP 

571. Henry and Nelson ultimat y reiterated the earlier opinion that 

Morales did not have a genuine ental illness, and therefore his 

competency is presumed. CP 5 2. 
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A competency hearing w held on August 10, 2010. CP 486-88. 

A detective testified that at the ti e he interviewed Morales in December 

2008, shortly after his arrest, he id not have any difficulty 

communicating with Morales, rales appeared to read and understand 

his Miranda rights, agreed to m e a statement and explained the reason 

for the shooting. RP (Competen y Motion) 6-10. Henry also testified and 

renewed his opinion that Morale was malingering, which he explained as 

''faking some sort of disorder fo the purpose of secondary gain." RP 

(Competency Motion) 50. Acco ding to Henry, Morales scored within the 

range of chance for the test, whi h indicated he was not putting forth 

adequate effort. RP (Competen Motion) 52-53. Henry ruled out a 

diagnosis of mental retardation ed upon the report of Morales's 

interview with the detective, in hich Morales appeared to speak clearly 

and articulately. RP (Competen y Motion) 58-59. However, he admitted 

that mental retardation was poss· le. RP (Competency Motion) 60. He 

take a driver's test 11 times before he 

could pass. RP (Competency M tion) 125. 

Henry also acknowledge that he did not conduct any testing for 

developmental disability; instea , he concluded that Morales was not 

putting forth a good faith effort ased on the single instance of the TOMM 

from July 2009, "so no addition testing after that." RP (Competency 
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Motion) 126. He also stated tha a number of factors present could 

contribute to depression in Mo es, but distinguished experiencing 

depression from experiencing a epressive disorder. RP (Competency 

Motion) 94-95. He acknowledg d that depression could impair a person's 

willingness to aid in the defense which could call competency into 

question. RP (Competency Mot on) 1 06. 

Ultimately, Henry concl ded that Morales was malingering and 

did not diagnose any mental dis e or defect; thus, he presumed that 

Morales was competent to stand trial. RP (Competency Motion) 72, 129; 

CP 516. Counsel for Morales p inted out his slow and non-responsive 

behavior during the hearing and xpressed concern that he did not know 

how to proceed with the case du to the inability to discuss pleas and the 

lack of assistance from Morales. RP (Competency Motion) 138. 

Following the hearing, e trial court found Morales competent to 

. stand trial. RP (Competency M tion) 140; CP 483. The trial court did not 

enter findings of fact and conclu ions oflaw in support of its order. 

During the time before al, Morales became increasingly 

withdrawn, nonresponsive, and able to take care of his basic needs such 

as showering or going to the ba oom. CP 469; RP (1 0/12/10, 2/18/11, 

4/8111) 15. Counsel believed t he lacked meaningful comprehension of 
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the legal system. CP 470. He di not interact with counsel and remained 

in a catatonic state during visits. CP 470. Morales did not converse with 

counsel about trial strategy or pi a offers. CP 472. Counsel expressed 

concerns about complying with mnibus in light of Morales's lack of 

cooperation. RP (Motions) 61. ventually, it became necessary that 

Morales's food be delivered in venously as he would only occasionally 

eat. CP 295. By the time of sen encing, Morales was urinating himself 

and did not respond to an ammo ·a smelling salt placed under his nose. 

RP (Sentencing) 3. 

Counsel requested appo · tment of a guardian ad litem to represent 

Morales's best interests, or to · draw due to a breakdown in the 

attorney-client relationship. CP 52-56; RP (Motions) 66; RP (10/12/10, 

2/8/11, 4/8111) 3-5. Counsel ~1 ted that a plea offer was discussed with 

the State, and in efforts to discu s Morales's decision to plead guilty or 

proceed to trial, Morales would ot respond or acknowledge anybody. RP 

(Motions) 67. Counsel also exp essed concerns about the conflict between 

the need to adequately investiga e the case for trial and Morales's right to 

a speedy trial. RP (Motions) 68 The trial court attempted a colloquy with 

Morales, and Morales did notre pond. RP (Motions) 72. The motions 

were denied. RP (10112/10, 2/8 11, 4/8/11) 3-5. 
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In February 2011, the tri court again caused Morales to be 

evaluated for competency. RP ( otions) 97; CP 392. Despite a plea offer 

that would have saved Morales a proximately thirty years' imprisorunent, 

Morales would not take directio from his attorneys, failed to sit, and 

ultimately curled into a fetal pos· "on against the wall for the duration of 

the meeting. RP (Motions) 92-9 . The jail had been feeding him 

intravenously for several months and had found it necessary to place him 

on intravenous fluids. RP (Moti ns) 93. 

Henry evaluated Morales again in March 2011 and at the April 

2011 hearing, testified that Mor es continued to be withdrawn; he did not 

make eye contact or acknowledg Henry's presence or the presence of his 

attorneys. RP (Motions) 128. D spite giving a qualified affirmance ofhis 

prior opinion that Morales was alingering, Henry acknowledged that 

Morales was not feigning his det riorating physical presentation, his lack 

of cooperation, or the inadequat care of his personal needs. RP (Motions) 

131. He pointed out that Morale 's conduct could potentially be fatal. RP 

(Motions) 131. However, he te · fied that there was still no evidence of a 

mental disease or defect. RP (M tions) 129. In concluding that Morales 

In my opinion it comes b ck to the issue of whether or not 
there is a presence of me tal disease or defect. My opinion 

10 
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is we don't have evidenc of that, significant evidence of 
that in taking in account l available information. So my 
opinion continues to be at he has adequate capacity. 
Whether or not he choos to act on that capacity is not 
known. 

RP (Motions) 132. 

Once again, the trial co found Morales competent to stand trial, 

stating, "In terms of competency [Henry's] opinion is competency is there. 

I'm finding the defendant to be c mpetent for trial and we are going to 

keep the trial date.•• RP (Motion ) 146; CP 378. The trial court entered 

findings of fact and conclusions flaw in support of its decision, which 

largely re-stated Henry's testimo y. The trial court found, 

CP28. 

The defendant does not h ve a genuine disease or mental 
illness that would consti te a mental disease or defect. 
The defendant has the ca acity to adequately understand 
the proceedings against h m and aid in his defense. The 
defendant may choose to resent himself as not being 
competent to proceed, ho ever, this would be under his 
volitional control and not due to a mental disease or defect. 

The trial court concluded that rales had the capacity to understand the 

proceedings against him and assi t his attorney in his own defense. CP 

297. 

Morales was convicted charged by a jury and sentenced to 67 

years. State v. Morales, No. 300 6-6-III, slip op. at 7 (copy attached as 
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Appendix A). The Court of Ap eals held that the trial court did not abuse 

its discretion in finding Morales ompetent, but declined to consider 

Morales' challenge to the consti tionality ofRCW 10.77.010(15) on the 

grounds that "it would have no parent effect on this case." Morales, slip 

op. at 14, n. 10. Morales now 

V. ARGUMENT WHY VIEW SHOULD BE ACCEPTED 

Due process principles d"ctate that an accused may not be 

subjected to a trial if the accuse lacks (1) a rational and factual 

understanding of the proceeding against him, and (2) a sufficient present 

ability to rationally consult with ·s attorney. Dusky v. U.S., 362 U.S. 402, 

80S. Ct. 788,4 L.Ed.2d 824 (19 0). Washington's competency statute 

narrows this standard by requiri g, in addition, proof of a mental disease 

or defect. RCW 10.77.010(15)( opy attached as Appendix B). "Mental 

disease or defect" is generally s onymous with "mental disorder," of 

which the generally accepted co sensus is set forth in the American 

Psychiatric Association's Diagn stic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders (DSM). State v. Klei , 156 Wn.2d 103, 116-17, 124 P.3d 644 

(2005). Accordingly, under W hington law and as applied in Morales's 

case, a defendant's competence ·s evaluated first as a medical question; 

only if a diagnosable condition i identified does the question of the 

12 
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arise. Because RCW 10.77.010( 5) narrows the competency standard 

set forth in Dusky, it fails to 

adequately safeguard the faimes of the trial process guaranteed under the 

Fourteenth Amendment. 

Under RAP 13.4(b)(3) d (4), review will be accepted if a 

significant question of law und the Constitution of the State of 

Washington or of the United Sta es is involved, or if the petition involves 

an issue of substantial public int rest that should be determined by the 

Supreme Court. Here, the quest· n presented raises a substantial issue of 

procedural due process under th Fourteenth Amendment. In reaffirming 

that only the competent may be bjected to trial, the U.S. Supreme Court 

has observed, 

For the defendant, the co sequences of an erroneous 
determination of compet nee are dire. Because he lacks the 
ability to communicate e ectively with counsel, he may be 
unable to exercise other ' rights deemed essential to a fair 
trial." After making the rofound" choice whether to 
plead guilty, the defend t who proceeds to trial "will 
ordinarily have to decide whether to waive his 'privilege 
against compulsory self-· crimination,' by taking the 
witness stand; if the opti n is available, he may have to 
decide whether to waive · s 'right to trial by jury,'; and, in 
consultation with counse , he may have to decide whether 
to waive his 'right to con ont [his] accusers,' by declining 
to cross-examine witnes s for the prosecution." With the 
assistance of counsel, th defendant also is called upon to 

13 
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make myriad smaller dec sions concerning the course of his 
defense. The importance f these rights and decisions 
demonstrates that an erro eous determination of 
competence threatens a '' damental component of our 
criminal justice system" the basic fairness of the trial 
itself. 

Cooper v. Oklahoma, 517 U.S. 3 8, 364, 116 S. Ct. 1373, 1381-82, 134 

L.Ed.2d 498 (1996) (internal ci tions omitted). In Cooper, the U.S. 

Supreme Court held that a heigh ened standard of proof of clear and 

convincing evidence of incompe ence was "incompatible with the dictates 

of due process." 517 U.S. at 36 . Competence is a prerequisite for the 

defendant to exercise the rights sential to a fair trial, such as effective 

assistance of counsel, summoni , confronting, and cross-examining 

witnesses, and choosing to testi or remain silent. I d. at 3 54 (quoting 

Drope v. Missouri, 420 U.S. 16 171-72,95 S. Ct. 896,43 L.Ed.2d 103 

(1975)). 

The standard set forth in usky and reiterated in its progeny is a 

functional standard that conside the defendant's ability to subject the 

State's case to adversarial testin and meaningfully decide whether to 

waive or exercise fundamental 'ghts. By contrast, the Washington 

standard renders functionality se ondary to pathology. This is problematic 

not only in light of the DSM's o going evolution and revision, see Klein, 

156 Wn.2d at 117-18, but in li of the role cultural and environmental 

14 
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factors may play in allowing a 11 and fair opportunity to navigate the 

trial process. 

In the present case, subje ting Morales to a trial when he was non

communicative and non-respons ve to his attorney and other participants 

in the trial process; when he fail d to care for basic needs such as eating 

and showering, causing physical deterioration; and when he neither 

exercised nor waived fundamen rights in any way that would reflect a 

rational consideration for his sel -interest, rendered the adversarial process 

fundamentally unfair. Despite e acknowledgment that he was not 

feigning his deterioration or unc operativeness, Henry repeatedly opined 

that Morales was competent sim ly because there was no evidence from 

which a diagnosable mental diso der could be identified. As set forth in 

Dusky, the competency standard presents a legal question, not a medical 

one. Accordingly, whether trial fa functionally limited person is 

justifiable without proof of a me ical fact presents a serious question of 

the nature and scope of the Fo eenth Amendment's due process 

requirement. 

Further, review should b accepted because the case presents an 

issue of substantial public intere t concerning the standard for finding an 

accused incompetent to stand tri . Competency questions are ubiquitous 

15 
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in criminal cases; in 2011, West State Hospital and Eastern State 

Hospital received referrals for 3, 35 initial competency evaluations of 

adult criminal defendants. Sena e Bill Report, SB 6492, 2011-12 Reg. 

Sess., at 2 (copy attached as App ndix C). Thus, the outcome of 

thousands of cases each year are ected by the interpretation and 

application ofRCW 10.77.010(1 ). Review of the constitutionality of the 

statute's requirement of a diagno able medical condition as a prerequisite 

to a fmding of incompetency wo ld clarify the appropriate balance 

between the roles of medical fac and evidence of impaired functionality 

in ensuring a fair trial. 

Whether RCW 10.77.01 (15)'s requirement that a defendant suffer 

from a mental defect or disease omports with the Fourteenth 

Amendment's prohibition again trying those incompetent to participate 

is an issue of first impression t raises a substantial question of 

constitutional interpretation and resents an issue of substantial public 

interest concerning the appropri te standard to apply to determinations of 

legal incompetency. Petitioner spectfully requests that the Petition be 

granted. 
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this~ day ofDecember, 2013. 
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DECL TION OF SERVICE 

I, the Undersigned, hereb declare that on this date, I caused to be 

served a true and correct copy of e foregoing Petition for Review upon the 

following parties in interest by d ositing them in the U.S. Mail, first-class, 

postage pre-paid, addressed as fo ows: 

Terry Bloor and Amy Harris 
Benton County Prosecutor's 
7122 W. Okanogan Place 
Kennewick, W A 99336-2359 

Ramon Garcia Morales 
DOC#350535 
Monroe Corrections Center 
POBox 777 
Monroe, W A 98272 

I declare under penalty of pe ury under the laws of the State of 

Signed this ~day ofD mber, 2013 in Walla Walla, Washington. 
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FILED 
NOVS,2013 

In tbe Office ortbe Clerk of Court 
W A State Court of Appeals, Division Ill 

IN THE COURT OF APPEALS F 1HE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
DMSI N TIIREE 

STATE OF WASHINGTON, 

Respondent, 

v. 

RAMON GARCIA MORALES, 

Appellant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

No. 30036-6-ID 

UNPUBLISHED OPINION 

KORSMO, C.J. -Idaho authorities sted Ramon Garcia Morales on a valid 

Washington first degree murder warrant allegedly illegally determining where he 

was located. We conclude that Mr. Moral 's subsequent confession to Washington 

authorities was too attenuated to be the of an illegal search. We also conclude that 

the trial court did not abuse its discretion · determining that Mr. Morales was competent 

and two coWlts of second degree assault 

Garcia, the reputed "onion kingpin" of an a farm on December 10, 2008. Mr. Morales 

was upset that Mr. Garcia was not allowin him to work in the onion fields. Armed with 



No. 30036-6-III 
State v. Morales 

handguns, the two Morales brothers contact Garcia with the hope of either gaining 

work for Ramon Morales or money. An ar ment ensued and Ramon Morales shot 

Alfredo Garcia six times, killing him. Mr. cia's wife, Maria Beatris Ramirez-

deGarcia, was shot four times, including on in her head, when she attempted to place a 

telephone call for aid. She survived her wo ds and identified Ramon Morales at trial as 

the shooter. 

Attracted by the noise, the two Garci daughters came to their parents' aid. Mr. 

Morales pointed his gun at both of them befi re he and his brother fled. The daughters 

told responding officers who the assailants ere. Charges of first degree murder and 

attempted first degree murder were filed the ext day .1 Arrest warrants were issued for 

both brothers at that time. 

Detective William Parramore of the co Police DqJartment knew the cell phone 

numbers for the Morales brothers; he conta ed Sprint to obtain the current location of the 

phones. Sprint sent the detective an "exigen y form," which he filled out and returned to 

the company. Sprint attempted to locate·the elephones, but initially they were turned off. 

Sprint later determined that the phones were in Idaho and provided latitude and longitude 

coordinates to the detective. Thereafter, the etective regularly contacted Sprint (roughly 

every 15 minutes) for the current location o the telephone. Sprint would "ping" the 

1 Prior to trial, the charges were am ed to add two counts of second degree 
assault of the two daughters and fireann enh ncements for each of the four counts. 
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phones by sending a signal that the phone w uld return to the nearest cell tower. 

Eventually the detective was able to direct a thorities in Elmore County, Idaho, to the 

location of the car containing the two brothe . Both were arrested and placed in a local 

jail. Ramon declined to talk to the arresting 

Detective Kirk Nebeker traveled to E ore County with another detective and 

took custody of the two brothers. He intervi ed Ramon Morales in Spanish after 

obtaining a waiver of his Mirantid- rights. . Morales told the detective that Mr. Garcia 

had excluded him from work and that he w t to the house with the intention of obtaining 

money that he should have received or killin Mr. Garcia. However, after a long 

conversation, Mr. and Mrs. Garcia started s 'king the two Morales men, causing Ramon 

Morales to shoot both of the Garcias in self- efense. He denied pointing his gun at the 

daughters. He and his brother left and bead for California. After telling this story to 

the detective, Mr. Morales then wrote it out· his own words. 

After returning to Franklin County, r. Morales entered not guilty pleas and the 

matter very slowly progressed toward trial. fense counsel became concerned over lack 

of cooperation and called Mr. Morales's co petency to stand trial into question. The 

trial court on May 18,2009, ordered a comp ency evaluation. Dr. Nathan Henry of 

Eastern State Hospital travelled to the Fran · County Jail to evaluate Mr. Morales. An 

2 Miranda v. Arizonll, 384 U.S. 436, S. Ct. 1602, 16 L. Ed. 2d 694 (1966). 
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interpreter was used for the evaluation. Dr. enry did not believe Mr. Morales was 

putting forth much effort and diagnosed him as a malingerer. The doctor could not assess 

Mr. Morales for competency or mental illnes in light of the malingering. 

Dr. Tedd Judd, a neuropsychologist, erfonned the defense evaluation on August 

3. He detennined that Mr. Morales, who co perated with the evaluation, had mild mental 

retardation and was not competent to stand 'al. Dr. Judd also thought there was possible 

psychosis and traumatic brain injury. Dr. Ju d opined that the behavior Dr. Henry 

considered malingering was common among Mexicans suffering from mental illness. 

Dr. Henry attempted a second evaluat on on January 7, 2010. He again tenninated 

the evaluation early because of malingering. Mr. Morales was withdrawn and 

uncooperative. Dr. Henry noted Dr. Judd's iagnoses but discounted the conditions as 

potential causes for Mr. Morales's withdra state. 

The court ordered an inpatient evalua ion as well as a developmental disability 

examination. These evaluations were condu ted at Eastern State Hospital by Dr. Henry 

and Dr. Avery Nelson, a psychiatrist. Staff t the hospital observed that Mr. Morales did 

not speak, slept through meals, attempted to at a salad dressing packet, required 

assistance with personal hygiene, did not in ract with staff or patients, and appeared 

depressed and withdrawn. Dr. Nelson provi ed a rule out diagnosis of psychosis NOS 

and prescribed lithium to treat the symptom of depression and catatonic withdrawal. In 

his interview with Dr. Henry, Mr. Morales as quieter and less responsive than ever, 
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causing Dr. Henry to again terminate the eva uation early. Without a firm diagnosis of 

mental illness and without an opportunity to erform a full evaluation, Dr. Henry 

deferred to his previous findings of malinge ng and incompetency. 

The trial court conducted a competen y hearing on August 18, 2010 and 

determined that Mr. Morales was competent o stand trial. The following month defense 

counsel twice filed motions for appointment fa guardian ad litem due to Mr. Morales's 

inability to assist in his own defense. Them tions were denied October 12, 2010. 

Counsel subsequently was twice denied p ission to withdraw from representation due 

to lack of communication with Mr. Morales. 

Dr. Henry reevaluated Mr. Morales o March 9, 2011. Mr. Morales presented 

even less responsive and more disheveled ever. Again, Dr. Henry deferred to his 

initial August 3, 2009 report and its fmdings of malingering and incompetency because 

he believed that Mr. Morales's "lack of unication is best attributed to elective 

mutism (choosing not to speak)." However, r. Henry did recommend a nonforensic 

mental health evaluation under chapter 71.0 RCW because of "concerns regarding 

possible suicidality." 

The trial court held another competen y hearing on April 26, 2011. Dr. Henry 

testified at that hearing and explained that hi opinion that Mr. Morales was feigning 

competency related impairment was "a quail ted, yes." Dr. Henry explained that Mr. 

Morales was not actively feigning during th interview nor was he feigning his 
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deteriorating physical condition. However, r. Henry stood by his original competency 

opinion in light of the only evidence he had. The trial court again found Mr. Morales 

competent to stand trial. 

Defense counsel filed a CrR 3.6 moti n to suppress the defendant's statements on 

the grounds that the arrest was the result of i egal cell phone tracking. After hearing 

testimony, the court eventually denied the m tion, reasoning that there was no reasonable 

expectation of privacy in the cell tower "pin " off of the cell phone. 3 

Jury selection began with 72 potential jurors called for service. The parties jointly 

challenged 27 jurors for cause; the court gra ted the challenges. The defense brought a 

motion for change of venue due to pretrial p blicity. The court heard argument and 

denied the motion. By the time jury selectio ended, the prosecution had used six of its 

peremptory challenges and successfully excl ded one juror for cause. The defense used 

eight peremptory challenges and was able to xcuse two more jurors for cause. 

Ultimately, 14 of the remaining 27 members fthe venire were selected to serve. None 

of those jurors was challenged for cause. 

The three surviving victims identified Mr. Morales as their assailant. The defense 

argued the case on a self-defense theory that sted on the contents of Mr. Morales's 

3 Inexplicably, the findings required b CrR 3.6 were not entered untill4 months 
after the bearing and one month after the bri f of appellant was filed. 

I 
l 
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statement to Detective Nebeker. The jury rej ted the self-defense argument and 

returned guilty verdicts on all four counts an also found all four fireann enhancements. 

The defense again sought another co petency evaluation prior to sentencing due 

to continued physical deterioration. The co denied the motion and ultimately imposed 

standard range sentences totaling 67 years. . Morales then timely appealed to this 

court. 

AN 

This appeal presents challenges to the rulings on the suppression motion, the 

competency determinations, and the change f venue motion. We will address those 

issues in the noted order. 

Suppression Ruling 

Mr. Morales challenges the court's d ision that there was no reasonable 

expectation of privacy in the cell tower "pin " on several bases. In particular, he 

contends that the action constituted an iUega search in violation of article I, section 7 of 

our constitution. The prosecutor replies that r. Morales had no standing to challenge 

Sprint's actions and that the statement given o police was too attenuated from any 

constitutional violation to be suppressed. W agree that the attenuation doctrine applies 

and conclude that the statement was not the roduct of an illegal search. 

Prudential doctrines drive our approa h. The parties have not briefed the extra-

territorial ap.plication of article I, section 7 t the actions of Sprint, the "pinging" in 
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Idaho, and the arrest by Idaho authorities. 4 e also note that the Fourth Amendment, 

which is not argued by the parties, might ap y to this case, particularly the activities that 

occurred in Idaho. Although no federal appe late courts have addressed the Fourth 

Amendmenr in this circumstance, the federa trial courts have unanimously decided that 

a reasonable expectation of privacy exists in e real-time pings, and almost all have 

folDld that the same exists in historical ping ta. 6 In the absence of comprehensive 

briefing of these topics, we will not address e validity of the search. 

Instead, we will presume for purposes of this opinion that Mr. Morales's privacy 

was invaded by the tracking. There was no irect connection between the location of the 

4 The parties also have not addressed at privacy rights~ if any, someone fleeing 
an arrest warrant may have. See State v. Vy 'hang, 145 Wn.2d 630, 637,41 P.3d 1159 
(2002) (discussing privacy rights of escaped risoner). An arrest warrant allows police to 
enter the suspect's home to effectuate an arr t. Payton v. New York, 445 U.S. 573, 100 
S. Ct. 1371, 63 L. Ed. 2d 639 (1980); State v. Williams, 142 Wn.2d 17, 11 P.3d 714 
(2000). An arrest warrant is also a valid basi for stopping a motor vehicle to effectuate 
service of the arrest warrant. State v. Bliss, 1 3 Wn. App. 197, 204, 222 P .3d 107 (2009). 
It would be curious that Mr. Morales might h ve more privacy interest in the cell phone 
pingin~ than he would have in the car in whi h he was arrested. 

For an excellent discussion of mod cell phone technology while considering 
the tracking issue on state constitutional gro ds, see State v. Earls, 214 N.J. 564, 70 
A.3d 630 (2013). 

6 In reApplication of U.S. for an Ord Authorizing Disclosure of Location Info. 
of a Specified Wireless Tel., 849 F. Supp. 2d 26 (D. Md. 2011) (finding that suspects 
have a Fourth Amendment reasonable expe tion of privacy in their cell phone ''pings"); 
In re U.S. for an Order Authorizing the Rele e of Historical Cell-Site Info., 809 F. Supp. 
2d 113 (E.D.N.Y. 2011) (same); In re Applic tion of U.S. for an Order Authorizing 
Release of Historical Cell-Site Info., 736 F. pp. 2d 578 (E.D.N.Y. 2010) (same); In re 
Application of U.S. for an Order Authorizing Installation and Use of a Pen Register and 
a Caller Identification Sys., 402 F. Supp. 2d 97 (D. Md. 2005) (same). 
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fleeing men by the illegal means and the sub equent interrogation the following day by 

Washington authorities following the arrest a valid warrant and the advice and waiver 

of Miranda rights. Thus, there was no direct exploitation of the illegality leading to the 

statement 

The United States Supreme Court app ies the exclusionary rule to deter police 

misconduct rather than protect individual pri acy rights. Stone v. Powell, 428 U.S. 465, 

486, 96 S. Ct. 303 7, 49 L. Ed. 2d 1067 (1976 . When illegal police behavior directly 

leads to evidence of a crime, the evidence wi I be suppressed. Wong Sun v. United States, 

371 U.S. 471,485-86, 83 S. Ct. 407, 9 L. Ed. 2d 441 (1963). However, when the 

evidence is not directly the fruit of the police illegality, but merely follows after it in 

time, the evidence need not be excluded. Jd. t 491-92. This is known as the attenuation 

doctrine. ld. at491 (citing Nardone v. Unite States, 308 U.S. 338,341,60 S. Ct. 266, 

84 L. Ed. 307 (1939)). 

Washington applies its exclusionary lefor the purposes of both deterring 

misconduct and vindicating the right of priva y guaranteed by article I, section 7. State v. 

Bonds, 98 Wn.2d 1, 11-12, 653 P.2d 1024 (1 82). Like the federal government, 

Washington will exclude evidence where it i directly discovered as a result of the police 

violation of article I, section 7.7 ld. at 9. Wa hington also has repeatedly rejected a "but 

7 Washington first applied the exclusi nary rule in State v. Gibbons, 118 Wash. 
171, 203 P. 390 (1922). The United States S preme Court did not require states to apply 
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for" test of causation that would require the uppression of any evidence discovered 

subsequent to an illegality. E.g., State v. Mi rz, 127 Wn.2d 460,474-75,901 P.2d 286 

(1995); Bonds, 98 Wn.2d at 10-14 (declinin to suppress confession following illegal 

arrest and return from Oregon where offic had probable cause to make arrest); State v. 

Vangen, 72 Wn.2d 548, 554-55, 433 P.2d 691 (1967) (declining to suppress confession 

following allegedly improper arrest). 

It is against this background that we ust consider the effect of the illegal pinging 

on the subsequent confession. 8 This case is ntrolled by the decision in State v. 

Eserjose, 171 Wn.2d 907, 259 P .3d 172 (20 11 ). There police, having probable cause to 

arrest the defendant for burglary, but no arr t warrant, were invited into the entryway of 

a house where the defendant was living with his parents. ld. at 910. After a delay, 

officers entered further into the house and ested two men. Both were taken to separate 

police cars, advised of their Miranda rights, d subsequently transported to the sheriff's 

office. Jd. at 910-11. At the office Mr. Ese ose was again advised of his Miranda rights 

the exclusionary rule in search cases until M rpp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 81 S. Ct. 1684, 6 
L. Ed. 2d 1081 (1961). 

8 In light of our conclusion, we do no assess whether or not error in admitting the 
statement was harmless. The defense did no present a case and was able to obtain self
defense instructions and argue the case on th t theory due to the statement Mr. Morales 
gave the police. In light of his subsequent Ia k of cooperation with counsel and the 
usefulness of the statement to the defense, it s doubtful that the evidence banned Mr. 
Morales. 

10 
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and questioned. After initially denying invol ement in the burglary, Mr. Eserjose 

admitted his involvement when told that the odefendant had confessed. /d. at 911. 

The sole issue on appeal to the Washi gton Supreme Court involved the admission 

of the confession. Id. at 912. The lead opini n for three justices concluded that the 

confession was attenuated from the unlawful arrest; a fourth justice concurred only in the 

result /d. at 919-25,929. The fifth vote e from the concurring opinion of Chief 

Justice Madsen. She concluded that the con sion was not the direct result of the police 

illegality. Jd. at 934. The four dissentingj ices argued that attenuation was not a 

proper consideration under our state constitu 'on. ld. at 934-40 (C. Johnson, J., 

dissenting). 

In light of the outcome of Eserjose, . Morales's statement was admissible in 

this case. The facts here are similar to, and en stronger than, those in Eserjose. Here 

not only did the officer have probable cause arrest Mr. Morales for murder and 

attempted murder, a judicial officer had alrea y reached that same determination and 

issued an arrest warrant. Mr. Morales made o statement to the Idaho officers, but gave 

his statement the following day to Washin officers who conversed with him in 

Spanish. The Eserjose facts were sufficient t establish either attenuation (lead opinion) 

or lack of direct causation (concurrence); the same result must occur here. Throw in the 

fact that the arrest warrant would have auth 'zed officers to stop and arrest Mr. Morales 

in his car as he fled through Idaho, we do not believe that the lesser intrusion into his 

1 
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privacy by the cell tower pinging could have 'ustified suppression where the vehicle stop 

itself would. not have. 

On its facts, the statement in this case is even less deserving of suppression than 

that in Everjose. Accordingly, the trial court correctly denied the motion to suppress.9 

We do note that just as Washington a plied a suppression rule long before the 

United States Supreme Court required states o do so in Fourth Amendment cases, 

Washington also applied attenuation before ong Sun. State v. Rosseau, 40 Wn.2d 92, 

241 P.2d 447 (1952), overruled on other gro ds by State v. Valentine, 132 Wn.2d 1, 935 

P.2d 1294 (1997). 

In Rosseau, an officer arrested a defi dant after watching him attempt to pawn a 

watch using a false name, leading the officer to believe the watch was stolen property. 40 

Wn.2d at 93. He searched the suspect and f1 und additional watches, which the officer 

left in the custody of the defendant. As the cer was walking the defendant from the 

pawn shop to the jail, the suspect threw the 1cer into an oncoming car and fled. Jd. 

9 A recent case in a somewhat similar ein is State v. Smith, 177 Wn.2d 533, 303 
P.3d 1047 (2013). There police conducting illegal search responded to a motel room 
and then entered to assist a bloodied assault · ctim. The four judge lead opinion found 
the entry into the room (and subsequently di covered evidence) was justified to provide 
aid, applying the search exception without ard to the prior illegality. ld. at 542 n.2. 
The three judge concurrence would have ap lied the attenuation doctrine to admit the 
testimony of the victims found in the room. d. at 553-54 (Gonzales, J., concurring). 
Similarly, we do not think the unlawful dis very of Mr. Morales's whereabouts in Idaho 
tainted the execution of the arrest warrant. 

12 
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The officer pursued and again arrested the s spect for assault. /d. at 93-94. A second 

search of the defendant again uncovered the to len watches, one of which was tied to a 

burglary. /d. at 94. The defendant then co sed to the burglary that netted the stolen 

watch. ld. On appeal from a burglary· convi tion, the court assumed that the first arrest 

and search were illegal because the officer d' not then know that the watch was stolen. 

/d. at 93-94. The court then turned to the qu stion of whether "the second arrest and the 

search incidental thereto [were] lawful?" Jd. at 94. 

The court determined that Mr. Rouss u used "unnecessary force" in resisting the 

original arrest. /d. at 96. The court then stat its conclusion. 

Jd. 

Appellant was, therefore, lawfully ted following the assault, and the 
Swiss watch found on him by the sear h that was an incident of that arrest 
was admissible in evidence against hi on the present charge of burglary in 
the second degree. We therefore con lude that the judge who heard the 
motion to suppress the evidence did n t err in denying that motion, and that 
the trial judge did not err in admitting e Swiss watch taken from the 
appellant as an exhibit in his trial on t charge. 

Just as the second arrest in Rousseau as not tainted by the first arrest, even 

though it led to the discovery of the same evi ence previously uncovered by the first 

arrest, we do not believe that the arrest on th warrant in this case was tainted by the 

improper method used to locate Mr. Morales to serve the warrant. There is even less 

argument for claiming that the statement giv n to different police officers the following 

day was the result of exploiting the cell towe pinging. 
i 
l 
! . 
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Accordingly, we believe the trial cou properly denied the motion to suppress the 

statement given by Mr. Morales. There was 

Competency 

Mr. Morales next argues that the trial ourt erred in finding that he was competent 

to stand trial in light ofhis deterioration ove time. 10 While Mr. Morales's bizarre 

behavior certainly would have justified a tin ing of incompetence, the trial court was not 

required to enter such a fmding. The court d tenable grounds to believe Mr. Morales 

was malingering. 

We review a trial court's competency etermination for abuse of discretion. State 

v. Benn, 120 Wn.2d 631, 662, 845 P.2d 289 1993). Under that standard, "so long as the 

underlying adequacy of a given competency aluation is 'fairly debatable,' the trial 

court has discretion to accept or reject that e aluation in satisfaction ofRCW 10.77.060." 

State v. Sisoinlanh, 175 Wn.2d 607, 623,290 P.3d 942 (2012) (citations and quotations 

omitted). Discretion is abused when it is exe cised on untenable grounds or for untenable 

reasons. State ex rei. Carroll v. Junker, 19 n.2d 12, 26, 482 P .2d 775 (1971). 

10 Mr. Morales also argues that curren RCW 10.77.010(15) is unconstitutional by 
requiring that incompetency result from men I illness. Although the argument is 
interesting, we need not address it here as it ould have no apparent effect on this case. 
There has been no argument or evidence pre nted suggesting that incompetence can 
arise from some other cause than mental illn s or that Mr. Morales was incompetent but 
not mentally ill. Similarly, the question ofw ich party bears the burden of proof under 
the statute is not one we need decide as the c urt did not rely on a burden in making its 
competency determination. 

1 
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Here, the trial court accepted the vie of Dr. Henry that Mr. Morales was faking 

his condition. There was contrary evidence om Dr. Judd, and there was substantial 

evidence that Mr. Morales was not cooperat' g with counsel (or anyone else) and was 

behaving in a bizarre manner. This court, of urse, does not weigh evidence, but only 

reviews to determine if the trial court had evi nee to support its findings. E.g., Quinn v. 

Cherry Lane Auto Plaza, Inc., 153 Wn. App. 710, 717,225 P.3d 266 (2009). Stated 

another way, an appellate court is not in a p ition to find persuasive evidence that the 

trier of fact found unpersuasive. /d. 

Dr. Henry determined that Mr. Moral was malingering and was thus unable to 

fully evaluate him. In the absence of history fmental illness or incompetency, Dr. 

Henry concluded Mr. Morales was competen . Although the trial judge was free to 

conclude otherwise, the court accepted Dr. H ry's opinion over that of Dr. Judd. It was 

an understandable decision. The onset of be avioral problems after the arrest was a 

suspicious coincidence that soon was follow by the apparently conscious decision to 

cooperate with Dr. Judd but not with Dr. He . Dr. Henry's theory of feigned illness 

was supported by the evidence just as Dr. J u d's theory of mental illness induced 

incompetency was. The trial court's decisio was supported by evidence and, thus, had 

tenable grounds. 

Mr. Morales's refusal to cooperate wi counsel did not render him unable to stand 

trial. There was no abuse of discretion in p itting the case to go to trial. 
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Change of Venue 

The final issue is a contention that th trial court erred in denying the motion for 

change of venue. Once again we conclude t the trial court did not abuse its discretion. 

Decisions on motions to change venu are reviewed for abuse of discretion. State 

v. Crudup, 11 Wn. App. 583,524 P.2d 479 ( 974). Where a probability of prejudice in a 

given venue is shown, a venue change must granted; actual prejudice is not required. 

ld. at 586. Criteria which courts examine in eciding venue change based on prejudicial 

pretrial publicity include: 

(1) the inflammatory or noninflammat ry nature of the publicity; (2) the 
degree to which the publicity was eire lated throughout the community; (3) 
the length of time elapsed from the di emination of the publicity to the 
date of trial; (4) the care exercised an the difficulty encountered in the 
selection of the jury; (5) the familiari of prospective or trial jurors with 
the publicity and the resultant effect u on them; ( 6) the challenges 
exercised by the defendant in selectin the jury, both peremptory and for 
cause; {7) the connection of govemme t officials with the release of 
publicity; {8) the severity of the charg ; and (9) the size of the area from 
which the venire is drawn. 

Jd at587. 

Mr. Morales did not argue these facto to the trial court, although he does in this 

appeal, and thus we have no analysis from th trial court of its weighing of these 

considerations. Nonetheless, our task here is different than that which the trial court 

faced. "The question is not whether this co would have decided otherwise in the first 
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instance, but whether the trial judge was j · 1ed in reaching his conclusion." State v. 

Taylor, 60 Wn.2d 32, 42, 371 P .2d 617 (196 ). 

We think that the trial court had very t nable reasons for denying the motion. The 

primary reason was that the petit jury consis d of jurors who had no preconceived 

notions about the case and none of them wer challenged for cause. While a large 

number of jurors knew about the case, that is ot the standard for jury service. Even 

when trying the most severe of charges, the fendant is not entitled to an ignorant jury. 

State v. Coe, 109 Wn.2d 832, 842, 750 P.2d 08 (1988). "It is sufficient if the juror can 

lay aside his impression or opinion and rend a verdict based on the evidence presented 

in court." /d. (quoting/rvin v. Dowd, 366 U .. 717,722-23,81 S. Ct. 1639,6 L. Ed. 2d 

751 (1961)). 

We also do not believe that the press verage of the case was particularly 

inflammatory. Much of it was not flattering Mr. Morales, but that largely was the 

result of his ·behavior rather than the way the ress reported it. Bizarre actions will attract 

attention, but the fact that the press reports th behavior is not itself a prejudicial fact. 

The reporting was factual. We have upheld enial of venue change motions in the face of 

much more inflammatory coverage than that een here. See, e.g., State v. Jackson, Ill 

Wn. App. 660, 671, 46 P.3d 257 (2002) (hol ing no abuse of discretion to deny venue 

change where, during jury selection, a headli e in the local paper read, "Would Father 

Kill Daughter for Love?"), aff'd, 150 Wn.2d 51, 76 P.3d 217 (2003). 
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Given all, the trial court did not abuse its discretion here. The fact that a case is 

newsworthy is insufficient to support a chan e of venue. A party must show that the 

press coverage has had an unfavorable impac on the jurors who served on the case. That 

did not happen here. The trial court genero ly granted challenges for cause and the 

parties freely used their peremptory challeng s. None of the jurors who sat on the case 

were shown to have been impacted by any e osure to the pretrial publicity. In these 

circumstances, the trial court had very tenabl grounds for denying the motion. 

The convictions are affinned. 

A majority of the panel has detennine this opinion will not be printed in the 

Washington Appellate Reports, but it will be led for public record pursuant to RCW 

2.06.040. 

WE CONCUR: 

Brown, J. Kulik. J. 
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RCW 10.77.010 
Definitions. 

As used in this chapter: 

(1) "Admission" means acceptance based on medical necessity, of a p rson as a patient. 

(2) "Commltmenr means the determination by a court that a person sh uld be detained for a period of either evaluation or treatment, or both, in an 
inpatient or a less-restrictive setting. 

(3) "Conditional release• means modification of a court-ordered com ent. which may be revoked upon violation of any of Its terms. 

(4) A "crimJnally Insane" person means any person who has been acqu of a aime charged by reason of Insanity, and thereupon found to be a 
substantial danger to other persons or to present a substantial likelihood o committing aiminal ads jeopardizing public safety or security unless kept 
under further control by the court or other persons or institutions. 

(5) "Department" means the state department of social and health se · s. 

(6) "Designated mental health professionar has the same meaning as rovided in RCW 71.05.020. 

(7) "Detention• or "detain" means the lawful confinement of a person, u dar the provisions of this chapter, pending evaluation. 

(8) "Developmental clisabiUties professionar means a person who has pecialized training and three years of experience In directly treating or 
working with persons with developmental disabilities and is a psychiatrist r psychologist. or a social worker, and such other developmental disabmtles 
professionals as may be defined by rules adopted by the secretary. 

(9) "Developmental disabiDty" means the condition as defined in *RCW 1A.10.020(3). 

(1 0) "Discharge• means the termination of hospHal medical authority. e commitment may remain in place, be terminated, or be amended by court 
order. 

(11) "Furlough" means an authorized leave of absence for a resident of a state institution operated by the department designated for the custody, 
care, and treatment of the aiminally insane, consistent with an order of itional release from the court under this chapter, without any requirement 
that the resident be accompanied by, or be in the custody of, any law enfo ment or institutional staff, while on such unescorted leave. 

(12) "Habllltative services" means those services provided by program onnel to assist persons in acquiring and maintaining life skills and in 
raising their levels of physical, mental. social, and vocational rundioning. abilitalive services include education. training for employment, and therapy. 
The habUitative process shaD be undertaken with recognition of the risk to e public safety presented by the person being assisted as manifested by 
prior charged aiminal conduct. 

(13) "History of one or more violent acts• means violent acts committed during: (a) The ten-year period of time prior to the filing of aiminal charges; 
plus (b) the amount of time equal to time spent during the ten-year period a mental health facility or In confinement as a result of a criminal 
conviction. 

(14) "Immediate family member" means a spouse. child, stepchild, pa t, stepparent, grandparent. sibling, or domestic partner. 

(15) "Incompetency" means a person lacks the capacity to understand nature of the proceedings against him or her or to assist In his or her own 
defense as a result of mental disease or defect. 

(16) "Indigent" means any person who is financially unable to obtain co nsei or other necessary expert or professional services without causing 
substantial hardship to the person or his or her family. 

(17) "Individualized service plan• means a plan prepared by a develop ntal disabilities professional with other professionals as a team, for an 
ind'nridual with developmental clisabDities, which shaD state: 

(a) The nature of the person's specific problems, prior charged criminal behavior, and habilitation needs; 

(b) The conditions and strategies necessary to achieve the purposes o habilitation; 

(c) The intermediate and long-range goals of the habilitation program, a projeded timetable for the attainment; 

(d) The rationale for using this plan of habHitatlon to aChieve those inte diate and long-range goals; 

(e) The staff responsible for carrying out the plan; 

(f) Where relevant in tight of past aiminal behavior and due considerati n for public safety, the criteria for proposed movement to less-restrictive 
settings, criteria for proposed eventual release, and a projected possible te for release; and 

(g) The type of residence Immediately anticipated for the person and 

(18) "Professional person• means: 

(a) A psychiatrist licensed as a physician and surgeon in this state who has, in addition, completed three years of graduate training In psychiatry in a 
program approved by the American medical association or the American teopathic association and is certified or eligible to be certified by the 
American board of psychiatry and neurology or the American osteopathic rd of neurology and psychiatry; 
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(b) A psychologist licensed as a psychologist pursuant to chapter 18.83 RCW. or 

(c) A sodal worker with a master's or further advanced degree from a s cial work educational program accredited and approved as provided in 
RCW 18.320.010. 

(19) "Regislration records" include all the records of the department, lonal support networks, treatment facilities, and other persons providing 
seNices to the department, county depanments, or fadHties which Identify rsons who are receiving or who at any time have received services for 
mental illness. 

(20) "Release" means legal termination of the court-ordered commltme under the provisions of this chapter. 

(21) "Seaetary" means the secretary of the depanment of social and lth services or his or her designee. 

(22) "Treatmenr means any currently standardized medical or mental alth procedure including medication. 

(23) "Treatment records" include registration and all other records con ng persons who are receiving or who at any lime have received seNices 
for mental Ulness, which are maintained by the department, by regional s port networkS and their staffs, and by treatment facilities. Treatment records 
do not include notes or records maintained for personal use by a person p vidlng treatment services for the depanment, regional support networks, or 
a treatment facUlty If the notes or records are not available to others. 

(24) "Violent act" means behavior that (a)(i) Resulted in; (ii) H complet as Intended would have resulted in; or (Ill) was threatened to be canied out 
by a person who had the Intent and opportunity to carry out the threat and ld have resulted in, homicide. nonfatal injuries, or substantial damage to 
property; or (b) reclclessly creates an immediate risk of serious physical in' ry to another person. As used In this subsection. "nonfatal injuries" means 
physical pain or injury, Illness, or an Impairment of physical condition. "N tal injuries" shall be construed to be consistent with the definition of "bodily 
Injury," as defined in RCW9A.04.110. 

[2011 c89 § 4; 2010 c262 § 2; 2005 c 504 § 106; 2004 c 157 § 2; 2000 c § 12. Prior: 1999 c 143 § 49; 1999 c 13 § 2; 1998 c 297 § 29; 1993 c 31 § 
4; 1989 c 420 § 3; 1983 c 122 § 1; 1974 ex.s. c 198 § 1: 1973 1st ex.s. c 1 7 § 1.] 

Notes: 
•Reviser's nota: RCW71A.10.020was amended by 2011 1st sp.s. 30 § 3, changing subsection (3) to subsedion (4). 

Effactlve date- 2011 c 89: See note following RCW 18.320.005. 

Findings - 2011 c 89: See RCW 18.320.005. 

Findings -lntent-8everabUity -Application - Construction - C ptlons, part headings, subheadings not law -Adoption of rules -
Effective date&- 2005 c 604: See notes following RCW 71.05.027. 

Alphabatlmtlon - Conaction of references - 2005 c 504: See no following RCW 71.05.020. 

Findings -lntent-2004 c 157: "The legislature finds that recent sta and federal case law requires clartficalion of state statutes with regard to 
competency evaluations and Involuntary medication ordered In the cont of competency restoration. 

The legislature finds that the court in Born v. Thompson, 117 Wn. Ap . 57 (2003) interpreted the term "nonfatal injuries" in a manner that conflids 
with the stated Intent of the legislature to: "(1) Clarify that it is the nature a person's current conduct, current mental condition, history, and 
Ukefthood of committing future acts that pose a threat to pubfic safety or lmself or herself, rather than simple categorization of offenses, that should 
determine treatment procedures and level; ... and (3) provide additional pportunllies for mental health lreetment for persons whose condud 
threatens himself or herself or threatens public safety and has led to co ct with the criminal justice system• as stated in section 1, chapter 297, 
Laws of 1998. Consequently, the legislature Intends to clarify that It inte ed "nonfatal injuries" to be Interpreted In a manner consistent with the 
purposas of the competency restoration statutes. 

The legislature also finds that the decision In SeD v. United States, U.S. __ (2003), requires a determination whether a particular criminal 
offense is "serious• In the context of competency restoration and the sta 's duty to proted the public. The legislature further finds that. In order to 
adequately proted the public and in order to provide additional opportun · for mental health treatment for persons whose conduct threatens 
themselves or threatens public safety and has led to contact with the ai ·nal justice system In the state, the detennlnation of those criminal offenses 
that are "serious• offenses must be made consistently throughout the s . In order to facilitate this consistency, the legislature Intends to determine 
those offenses that are serious In every case as well as the standards which other offenses may be determined to be serious. The legislature also 
intends to clarify that a court may, to the extent permitted by federal law nd required by the Sell decision, inquire Into the dvil commitment status of 
a defendant and may be told, if known." (2004 c 157 § 1.) 

SaverabUlty - 2004 c 157: "If any provision of this act or Its application any person or circumstance Is held Invalid, the remainder of the ad or the 
application of the provision to other persons or circUmstances is not a ed." [2004 c 157 § 7.] 

Effective date - 2004 c 157: "This act is neces581Y for the tmmedla preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state 
government and Its existing pubUc Institutions. and takes effed lmmedla (March 26. 2004)." [2004 c 157 § 8.] 

Purpose- Construction -1999 c 13: "The purpose of this act Is to ake technical nonsubstantive changes to chapters 10.77 and 71.05 RCW. 
No provision of this act shall be construed as a substantive change In th provisions dealing with persons charged with crimes who are subjed to 
evaluation under chapter 10.n or 71.05 RCW." [1999 c 13 § 1.] 

· Alphabatlmtlon ofaec:tlcm -1998 c 297 § 29: "The code reviser sh I alphabetize the definHions In RCW 10.77.010 and correct any 
references.• [1998 c 297 § 51.] 

Effactlve dates-Severability -Intent- 1998 c 297: See notes foil ·ng RCW 71.05.01 0. 
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SENATE BILL REPORT 
SB 6492 

As Reported by Senate Committee On: 
Human Services & Comctions, February 2, 2 12 

WrJS & MeaDs, February 7, 2012 

Dtle: An act ndating to improving timeliness, efficiency, and accoun ility of forensic resource 
utilizati011 associated with competency to stand trial. 

Brief' Descriptioa: ImproviDg timeliness, efficiency, and acco 
utilization associated with competency to stand trial. 

Spoason: Senators Hargrove, Steveus and Regala. 

Brier History: 

ility of foreosic resource 

CollllllltteeAelivlty: Human Services & Comctions: 1127/12,21 2112 [DPSJ. 
Ways & Means: 2106112, 2107112 [DPS(HSC)]. 

SENATE COMMITTEE ON IIUMAN SERVICES & CORRE 

Majority Report: That Substitute SeDate Bill No. 6492 be au 
substitute bill do pass. 

Signed by Seoators HarJ!rove, Chair; Repla, Vice Chair, S 
Member; Carrell, Harper. Mc:Aulifie and PaddeD. 

Staff: Kevin Black (786-7747) 

SENATE COMMITTEE ON WAYS & MEANS 

Majority Report: 1bat Substitute Senate Bill No. 6492 as rec 
Human Services & Comctions be substituted therefor, and lhe au 

SigDed by Senators Mmray, Chair; Kilmer, Vice Chair, Cap 
R.ankiDtt Miaority Member; Parlette, RaokiDg Minority Mem 
B:rowu, Conway, Fraser. Harper. Hatfield, Hewitt, Holmquist Ne 
Keiser, Kohl-Welles, PaddeD, Pridemore, Repla, Schoesler and T 

Stan': Tim Yowell (786-7435) 

Ranking Minority 

ended by Committee OD 

'tute bill do pass. 
Budget Chair; Zarelli, 
Capital; Baomprtner, 
, Honeyford, Kastama, 

Blldqp'Oaad: A crimiDal defendant is incampetent to stand tri if the defeodant does not 
have the capacity to understand the proceedinps agaiDst him or her r does aot have llllfficient 

This tmt11y$is was prepared by non-partisan legislative stqfffor the rue of /egislatiw! 
members in tlleir deliberations. This analysis is 110t a part of tile l '-slation nor does ;r 
constitute a statement of legislative hltent. 
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ability to assist in his or her own deCease. If competency is raised the context of a criminal 
case, the court is required to issue a stay of trial for evaluation o competeDcy to sbmd trial 
by farasic staff from a state hospital. If, following the eval · the court determines that 
the defeadaat is incompeteot to staod trial, a period of · restoration treatment is 
allowed at a state hospital If competency ciiJIDOt be restored wi · time periods authorized 
by statute, the court must dismiss charges without prejudice and tnmsfer the defendant 
to a state hospital or evaluation and treatment facility for further uation for the purpose of 
fi1iog a petition for civil commitmeut. Competency evaluati may be perfonned at the 
directioo of the court in a state hospital, in jail, or in the 'ty for out-of-custody 
defendaots. Western State Hospital and Easlem State Hospital eived 3,035 court referrals 
for iuitial competeucy evaluations for adult defeadants in 2011. 

The competancy evaluation and restoration process is a source o delay for the resolution of 
criminal charges; it 8Ktellcis the time spent in jail for pretrial clef; who are referred for 
competeDcy evalnations and who have not been released from ody. For these defendants 
in 20ll, based on a weighted average often montbs' data from th Department of Social and 
Health Services (DSHS) between March and December, the a e time spent waiting in 
jail for admission to a state hospital for a competency eval ·on after submiasion of a 
refmal to a state bospilal was 41 days, while the av~ tim spent waiting in jail for 
completion of an outpatient competency evaluation and report submission of a referral 
to a state hospital was 24 days. 

Summary of BW (Recommended Subsdtate): The folio . 
established for completion by the state hospital of competency s ces: 

• eeven days for admission to a state hospital for eval ·on, treatment, or civil 
conversion; 

• seven days for completion of an evaluation and report for 
• 21 days for completion of an evaluation and report for a 

who makes reasonable efforts to cooperate with the eval 

These perfOIID8Dl:e t8rJets nm from the date the state hospital r ives the referral, charging 
doc:umenls, discovery, and criminal history information and do not create any new 
entitlemlllt or C8IISe of action related to the timeliness of ency services. The bill 
states the Legislature I1ICO(!IIizes that the performance tlu[lets may not be able to be ac:bieved 
in all cases without compromise to the quality of evaluation , but intends for DSHS 
to DIIDBp, allocate, and request appropriations for resources to these taqets whenever 
possible without sacrificing the accuracy of the evaluation. 

The court is limited to the appointment of one state forensic eval 
assess whether c:oimnitmenl to a state hospital for up to 15 
complete an accurate evaluation. The court may commit the defi 
an inpatient evaluation without an assessment if the defen.danl is 
first or second degree, or if the court fiuds that it is more likely 
the jail will be inadequate to complete an accurate evaluation. 
inpatient evaluation for any pmpose other than a competency eval 

The order for evaluatioo or competency restoration must indicate 
waive the presence of the defimdant or a!!f88 to the defendant' 
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.. 
future compeleDCy bearing if the recommendation states that the efeDdant is incompetent to 
stand trial md the bearing is held prior to the expinlrion of e statutory authority for 
commitmeut. 

The campeteDCy evaluation report must include a diagnosis or description of the current 
meatal status of the defendant An evaluation for criminal ins · or diminished capacity 
m118t DOt be performed unless the evaluator is provided with an uation by an expert or 
professional penon finding that c:rimiDal insanity or · · · capacity is present. An 
evaluation of tbture daugerousaess is DOt required until the of the second felony 
CCIIDJI8lOIICY restmation period IDll.ess the evaluation is for · · insanity or the defendant 
bas a clevolopmontal disability or it is determined that is not likely to be restored 
and the defendant has completed the first felony competency rest tion period. 

The first c:ompeteDcy restoration period for a felony defendaot maximum c:barge is a 
class C felony or a ncmviolat class B felony is shortened from 90 o 45 days. When a felony 
defeDdant is committed to a state hospital for civil conversion er chaJps are dismissed 
based on incompetency to stand trial, a civil commitment petiti must be filed within 72 
hours exc:ludiug weelamds and holidays following the de.feodant' admissiou to the facility. 
Tune for 1rial on such a petition is extended from five to ten judi · days. 

DSHS must develop procedures to monitor the clinical status of 
state hospital to allow for early discharge when the clinical goa of admissioo have beeu 
met, investigate the axteot to wbich clefeodants ovcntay time · ods authorized by statute 
and take JeiiSODIIble steps to preveat this oc:c:ummce, 8lld estab · written standards for the 
productivity of fonmsic evaluaron and utilize those s ds to interDally review 
perf01'D18Dce. 

DSHS must report IIIIDU8lly &t3rtiDs December I, 2013, about th 
services in a III8DDer tbal is broken down by county. F 
perfomumce targets are DOt met, DSHS must report the 
legislative and executive branches and any couective actions that 

timeliness of comp.teucy 
any quarter in which 

of the dmmioo to the 
beeu adopted. 

The Joint Legislative Audit 8lld Review Committee must · ly aasess the progress 
ofDSHS with perfOI'DI8Dce measures and monitoring activities bo six and eishteeu months 
following the effective date. The Washington State Institute fo Public Policy must study 
effective time periods and protocols for competency restoration tment. 

EFFECT OF CHANGES MADE BY HUMAN SERVI 
COMMITTEE (llecommuded Substitute): The court may ·t the defendant to a 
state hospital for an inpatient evaluation without an assessment · the defendant is cbarsed 
with murder in the first or second degree, or if the court finds it is more likely than not 
that an evaluation in the jail will be inadequate to complete an evaluation. The court 
may not order an iDpatieut evaluation for any purpose other a competeucy evaluation. 
The fint competency EeStoration period for a felony defendant IIIIIXimum cll!qe is a 
DODViolent class B felony is sbonened from 90 to 45 days. 

Appropriation: None. 
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... ... ... 

Fiscal Note: Requested on JIIIIWII'Y 26, 2012. 

COIDIIIIHee/ColDIIIissioDITask Force Created: No. 

Ellective Date: The bill ccmtains an emergency clause and takes 

Staff Sammary or Pablk Testimoay OD Origillal Bill (Haman Services A Correc:tioas): 
PRO: This bill addresses the problem of people backing up iu jails for months waiting 
for competency evaluations. The lonpr tho defendants are in j · , the greater the cbance of 
decompeusatioa We want to speed up this process, save money, and get to a just result for 
the cour1s and the defendant. Timeliness would be improved by · bill. II modifies parts of 
the competency laws passed in 1974 which do not make sense oday. The dangerousness 
assessment should be done when it is needed, not iu every 8Vlllua n. Accuracy is enhanced 
when the evaluation is completed close to when the court sees the efendant. Out of custody 
evaluatious are takiDg six to eight months; someone who was · ·ally safe to be out of 
custody may sipificaDtly deteriorate in that time. DecreasiDg toration time for class C 
felons comes closer to matc:biug clinical reality. DefaultiDg to an evaluation in jail will 
prevent defendants lan,wshing for months. ~ to be sent t a state hospital. Limited 
judicial discretion is wise in situations the defeadant may be g a mental illness. This 
legislation frees up hospital beds for nstoration treatment to m cases along faster. Some 
COlll1s abuse the statute by sending defeadants to the state ital for the purpose of a 
geueralized meatal bealth evaluation, which should be a local 

CON: PerfotDUIDCe llqets are appreciated, but seem worthless without some hammer to 
ensure tbey are met. 1be opt out provision is not workable the county loses priority 
for evaluations. The bill doesn't address lack of staff at the state ital. The courts should 
retain disc:retion to commit defendants to 8 state hospital for eva! tina We do 80 percent of 
evaluatiODS in the jail but it isn't ritdlt for every defendanl e are willing to look at 
standards for this but we need a safety valve. Backlog is creat because we don't have 
8IIOU8h fonmsic bed space. It's okay to defimlt to jail if the co retains discretion to send 
the defeadant to the state hospital Smaller jails without onsite m health staff have more 
difficulties compared to larpr counties. The bill does have help 1 provisions that we agree 
with. Assigning 8 second evaluator should be allowed for good use. Under the bill the 
state would be fon:ed to pay for more outside experts to eval diminished capacity md 
insanity. Pressure to evaluate more defendants more quiddy I to substandard work.. 
which will increase costs for c:ontested court hearings and outside . Most evaluations 
can be condncted appropriately in the jail. 

OlHER.: Thauk you for the intent to finish evaluations more · ckly. The problem with 
timeliness is severe and grotesque. Six months is too I a period to phase in 
improvements. The llqet dates are good but should be court Orceable. The shorter 
restol'ation period for class C felonies is welcome and should be extended to nonviolent B 
feloaies. Some defendants need an observation period at the stat hospital for evaluation ao 
the court should retain discretion. Additional resources are or there will be an 
incentive to decsease the accuracy and quality of services. erring the dangerousness 
assessmeDt will be helpful for the state hospitals. Work bas y been done to improve 
problems. It will not always be possible to complete 111 tion in seven days. A 
defeudant who doesn't cooperate with 111 evaluation iu the · ty should be retumed to 
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court. No significant differeDces exist between a competency fill 
&bite hospital, other than the ability to COilSU)t with treatment aff. Competency delAYS 
impact liberty and c:oustituticmal right&. Medical histories should obtained and the report 
should iDclude a cliaposis. Ability to have a second opinion sho d be retained. In an ideal 
world no eva1uaticms would occur in jail Sanctions should be ailable if reports are not 
filed. From the perspective of a defendant, time limits should from the date the court 
sips the order and data coUection should include that elate. "ling is a good idea and 
should be expanded to iDclude effects of long stays in jail on pers with mental illness. 

Penoas Tes1ifyiag (BIIJilall Services & Correc:tioas): PRO: 
spoosor; Honorable Michael FiDkle, King County District Court; 
King County Superior Court. 

CON: Brian Enslow, WA Assn. of Counties; Tom McBride, J\ Assn. of Prosecuting 
Attorneys; .Jo Arlow, WA Assn. of Sheriffs and Police Chiefs; Zuvich, Trevor Travers, 
WAAs&n.. of State Employees; Judy Snow, Pierce County Correcti 

OlHER: Daron Morria, WA Defender Assn., WA Assn. of C . . Defeuse Lawyers; 
MaryAnne Lindeblad, Atrill8 and Disability Services Administrati ; Tam Fairfield, Westem 
State Hospital; Seth Dawson, National Allianc:e for Memal Din ; David Lord, Disability 
Rights Washiugton. 

Stall' Sammary or Pablk Testimoll)' on Substitute (Ways & M s): PRO: Long waiting 
times for completion of evaluations of competency to stand tri and for admission to the 
state psyc:hiatric hoapitala for competency restoration treatment are sigW.fic:aD1 and long-
standiDg problems. This legislation provides useful tools to those problems. 

CON: The bill shi1b the presumption that competency evaluati should occur in the state 
hospital to a presumption that they should occur in jail. Judges ould have more discretion 
in that regard. Tlulre is also concem that lhe bill could result in cl sure of a fonmsic ward at 
Westem State Hospital. Aspects of the bill could actually result · greater costs for the state. 
The performance standards could cause mlluations being leted too quickly, and in 
more people being fOlllld incompetent and admitted for compet restoration than would 
otherwise be the case. 

Penoas Testifying (Ways & MeaDS): PRO: David Lord, D. 
Dawson, National Alliance for the Mentally Dl of WA; Bob C 
Dan Mmpby, Aging & Adult Services, DSHS. 

CON: Brian Enslow, WAAssn. of Counties; Matt Zuvich, WaFed 
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